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Cotati-RP grading policy defended
School district officials say
new scale more effective but
teachers allowed to ‘customize’
By JEREMY HAY
THE PRESS DE MO C RAT

Under an onslaught of questions
and concern about their new grading policy, Cotati-Rohnert Park Unified School District officials have taken to media outlets and social media
to defend the district’s practices,

saying they align with top standards
and steer students toward success
more effectively than the traditional
scale.
The district’s new grading standards, passed on a 5-0 vote in June,
were arrived at through discussions
involving administrators and teachers, said Superintendent Robert Haley, who on Monday appeared on two
radio shows and a TV news segment
explaining and defending the policy.
In an interview Tuesday, Haley
and other district officials said the
district endorses a grading meth-

odology known as equal interval.
But they said latitude is given to different schools on which of several
scales to use, and further flexibility
to teachers who can “customize” the
scales to suit their needs, meaning
each teacher can develop and use
their own grading scale within the
equal interval matrix.
The broad discretion given teachers has led to a slew of different
grading scales, confusing some
parents and even teachers in the
district. At Rancho Cotate High
School alone, according to a review

of QuickSchools, the school management software system the district
uses, there are five different grading
scales, each one of which a teacher
can customize.
Under an equal interval scale
in which, for example, grades progressed in increments of 10 from
50 to 100, an F would be from 50 to 60,
but in a traditional scale, students
receive an F for a score of 0 to 59. By
increasing the lowest possible score
for an F, the new system makes it
easier, the policy’s proponents say,
TURN TO GRADING, PAGE A7
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Surreal Golden night

Ben Carson

Carson
overtakes
Trump in
poll rank
Big gaps in his platform
persist as GOP White House
hopefuls set for Colo. debate
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and ROBERT SAMUELS
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CHAMPIONS HOLD COURT: Team owners Peter Guber, center left, and Joe Lacob, center right, join the Golden State Warriors on court as the NBA championship
banner is raised Tuesday in Oracle Arena before the Warriors home opener against the New Orleans Pelicans. Head coach Steve Kerr, far right, attends the ceremony.

Defending champion Warriors, league MVP Curry embrace the moment
INSIDE

By PHIL BARBER

■ After Tuesday
night’s hoopla,
the Warriors get
down to business
with 111-95
win against the
Pelicans / C1
■ Lowell
Cohen: The
Warriors embark
on defense of
their NBA title
— and prove
that they’ve still
got it / C1

THE P RE S S D E MO C RAT

OAKLAND
he defending NBA champions opened
their 2015-16 season on Tuesday night,
and for the sellout crowd at Oracle Arena,
the event wasn’t a basketball game so much as a
surreal collective dream.
The Golden State Warriors squad ran onto the
court in new white warmup suits before the game
to kickoff a ceremony that was 40 years in the
making: honoring an NBA title.
Reigning league MVP Stephen Curry led the
way and spiked a basketball high off the Oracle
court. The applause was deafening.
And with practically everyone in the arena
taking selfies, long sheets suddenly fell from the
four sides of the center-court video board. They
parted to reveal one Larry O’Brien Trophy and a
pod of sparkly rings. NBA commissioner Adam

T

TURN TO GOLDEN, PAGE A7

TROPHY ON DISPLAY: Warriors point guard Stephen Curry touches the
Larry O’Brien Trophy on Tuesday at Oracle Arena in Oakland.
ONLINE: Order a commemorative poster of NBA Finals and see more
photos from the season opener at pressdemocrat.com

Ben Carson, whose appeal
as a political novice has thrust
him to the top of the Republican presidential field, faces a
critical test in tonight’s debate
— defending a policy platform
that he is building so fast that he
and his staff have struggled to
explain it.
Carson, for TODAY’S
instance, has DEBATE
indicated that Time: 3 p.m.,
he wants to secondary;
loosen
U.S. 5 p.m. main
gun laws sig- Where: Boulder,
nificantly. But Colo.
his campaign
says he doesn’t. Network: CNBC
Carson
also INSIDE
said he wants
to tax everyone ■ NBC under
at 10 percent, pressure to drop
a system he Donald Trump
said was drawn from Nov. 7
from the Bible. appearance
But Carson’s on ‘SNL’ / A2
campaign says
it could be 15 percent, or some
other amount. Aides say to expect detailed plans in a month.
Today’s GOP debate in Boulder, Colo., will bring 10 Republican contenders together at a
crucial moment in an unusual
race. Two outsiders, the retired
neurosurgeon Carson and real
estate mogul Donald Trump,
have dominated a crowded
field of well-known senators
TURN TO CARSON, PAGE A7

SC dragging video plays to wider issue
By RICHARD FAUSSET
and RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA
NEW YORK TI ME S

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Viral videos of a white sheriff’s deputy
upending and dragging an uncooperative black girl in a high
school classroom have played
into a contentious national issue with particular resonance
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— the intersection of race and
school discipline and whether
black students are disproportionately punished.
The incident, which the Justice Department said Tuesday
that it would investigate, follows
a set of national studies showing that black students were
far more likely than whites to
be disciplined in public schools,
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Video taken
Monday by a
Spring Valley
High School
student shows
Deputy Ben
Fields tipping
a student from
a desk chair in
Columbia, S.C.

even for comparable offenses.
The issue was receiving intense scrutiny in South Carolina long before the videos released Monday.
Last year, the racial divide
in the Richland School District
Two, which encompasses parts
of this city and its suburbs, led
to the formation of the Black
TURN TO VIDEO, PAGE A7

SHERIFF’S DEPUTIES UNDERPAID? Department
chief takes to social media to criticize the county
for prohibiting more competitive salaries / B1
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